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ADVANCES IN OPTOFLUIDICS
Integration of optical control and photonics with
microfluidics
Objectives
 Development of innovative methods and strategies for tunable microdevices and multifunction
lab-on-chip systems.
 Development of soft materials (fluid and solid) with light controlled properties exploiting
processes at and below the microscale.
 Developments of methods to generate light beams with properly designed features.
 Development of lab-on-chip platforms for manipulation, microsensing, diagnostics, imaging.
 To establish international relations within the fields of optofluidics, optical trapping and
manipulation, microfluidics and photonics.
 Consortium of partners to apply for joint European and international research projects.
 To support the career development of Early Stage Researchers (ESR).
 To strengthen involvement of companies for technological transfer of the scientific results.
 To extend knowledge and user friendly technologies for healthcare, food, environment and
energy towards developing countries.
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 WG 1: Integrated microfluidic photonics.
 WG 2: Optical control in microfluidics.
 WG 3: Materials (soft, bio and nano) and technologies for optofluidic devices.

Action Website
www.costmp1205.eu

Main Achievements
 Advances in optofluidics coming from both matter and light fields chirality: innovative concepts
in chiral optomechanics; strategies for sorting of chiral micro-objects.
 Optoelastic fluidics: new strategies by combining optoelasticity and nonlinear optical effects in
anisotropic fluids.
 Strategies addressed to perform control and assembling of nano-objects: multiple trap, beam
shaping, plasmonic trapping, defects architectures in anisotropic fluids.
 Innovative operation principle, devices and applications involving thermophoretic and
acoustophoretic forces, acoustic waves, complex light beams, photosensitive materials.
 Technological achievements: A GPU accelerated toolbox for real‐time beam‐shaping in
multimode fibers; a Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) Light Shaper for energy efficient
photon management (e.g. two photon optogenetic); a miniaturized three-channel
multiresolution imaging system.
 Anisotropy effects at the microscales: anisotropic micro- and optofluidics.
 Materials structuring approaches combining microfluidic and optofluidic methods.
 Microdroplets-based devices involving anisotropic fluids and photosensitive materials.

Gender Balance and Early Stage Researcher
 Objectives: Support the visibility of women in high impact science and technology. Training of
ESR in science and management.
 Status: Cost participants: 27% female, 40% ESR uniformly distributed within the three WGs.
 16 STSMs was launched, 94% of which involve ESRs.

Dissemination
 Website of the Action www.costmp1205.eu
 Free of charges publication of Action activities on the online journal “Optofluidics,
Microfluidics, and Nanofluidics” Ed. DeGruypter
 25/83 collaborative/total publications on peer reviewed journals.

